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Abstract: A two-year study to describe an

attractive tandem mirror reactor is in progress. The
reactor, called Minimars, will produce 600 MM of net
electrical power at a cost of less than 50 mills/kWh
and will be Inherently safe. The first year of the
study has emphasized innovative concepts and trade
studies that lead to good cost vs performance ratings.
A set of baseline parameters and a preliminary
engineering description of the machine have been
generated, along with a first cost estimate. The
second year of the study will develop the proposed
concepts into an integrated point design and provide a
"bottoms-up" cost estimate.

Introduction

This paper presents a snapshot of the Mlnlmars
design begun in FY 19B5 and to be completed in FY
1986. The engineering integration of this machine has
been a principal activity at the Fusion Engineering
Design Center (FEDC).

Mission

The mission of Mlnimars la to provide an inher-
ently safe fusion reactor that is competitive in its
cost of electricity (less than 50 mills/kWh) and has a
mass utilization of more than 100 kW/tonne. Minimized
risk of major Investment loss in the event of a
reactor failure Is a third major goal.

Design Guidelines

The following constraints were placed on the
design concepts:

1. Hlnlnars is to be a first-generation, tenth-of-a-
kind commercial reactor

2. Technology Is limited to that currently recognized
(but not necessarily proven) in laboratories

3. In the event of a loss-of-flow, loss-of-coolant
accident, the reactor oust be repairable with
normal maintenance equipment

4. Overall, the reactor must present a class-C waste
(or better) status

5. Cost of electricity oust be less than 50 mills/kWh
and nass utilization greater than 100 kWh/tonne

6. A llfetloe of to years with an availability of 75%
must be ensured.

Reactor Performance

At the conclusion of the MARS (Mirror Advanced
Reactor Study) program, an improved end cell

stabilization technique was required to make the
tandem mirror more competitive with other reactor
types. To this end, the octopole magnet system has
been used for the Minimars, instead of the MARS
quadruple. Several other stabilization techniques
were Investigated but none has yet unseated the
octopcle as the most desirable. A magnetic profile for
Mlnlmars (Fig. 1) shows vacuum magnetic field at the
Important regions of the Minioars reactor, the central
cell, choke, transition, anchor mirror cell, and the
halo scraper/direct converter.
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Fig. 1. Magnetic profile for the Minimars reactor.

Other physics features of the Minimars are low-
ripple central cell magnetics, a high-field choke
coll, a negative-ion NBI for sloshing ions, an rf-
heated electron mantle, a halo scraper, and a direct
converter. Table 1 is a summary of some of the impor-
tant characteristics of the Minimars.

Reactor Configuration

Overview

As shown in Fig. 2, Minimars has evolved Into a
configuration that is 145 a long and 9.3 m In diameter
•long its principal length, with a centerline approxi-
mately 9 a above the floor. The reactor Is assembled
from central cell modules, a fuelIng/Instrumentation
sector, and end cells containing a magnet set, NBI, rf
systems, halo scraper, and direct converter. The
central cell modules are individually supported by
piers and are Joined together, along with the fueling
sector. A rigid, cylindrical structure forms the
vacuum boundary for the end cell, contains and
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supports the end" cell components, and provides
mounting provisions for the heating systems. The
diameter of this structure Is increased to 11.5 m for
the last 10 a of axial length, where the direct con-
verter/halo scraper is housed.

Table 1. Minimars characteristics

Fusion power
Net electrical pover
Neutron wall loading (center)
Total launched rf, NBI power
Drift pump power
Q (fusion power/absorbed heating

power)
Recirculating power
Q-eng (elec. power out/recirculate

power)
Machine length
Central cell

Solenoid length
Plasma radius
First wall radius

Vacuum vessel principal diameter
Machine life
Availability
Blanket coding

Structural material
Breeder material
Trltiuir. breeding ratio
Energy multiplication factor

Maximum heating to coil case
Maximum dose to electrical

insulation
Number of central cell nodules
Choke coll Inner radius
Field on axis
Power (dc) from direct converter
Large octopole

Thermal power from direct
converter

Fueling type

Steady-state fueling D-T
Pellet diameter/rate
Maintenance

Limited personnel access,
all-remote operation.
REM limit

Cooling tower systems heat
transport

Startup power
Essential power after shutdown

1237 MW
600 MW
3.3 MW/mz

38 MW
11 MW
31

135 MW
5.1

115 m

90 m
0.36 m
0.57 B
9.3 m
10 years
75J
Helium
Ferritie steel
LIPb
1.067
1.«U
0.1 mW/cm3

10 1 2 rads

21 m
0.17 m
21 T
81 MW
Four window-frame.
forced-flow,Nb3Sn
152 MW

Pellet gun,
laser beam
53/35 g/h
3.1/10 « s

0.5 mrem/h, after
21 h at shield
boundary
1060 MW

200 MW
5 MW

Central Cell Arrangement

The 90-m central cell length of Minimars is
assembled from 21 Interchangeable central cell
modules, each 3.725 m in length and one fueling/
Instrumentation module 0.1 m long. The number of
modules, and thus the length, was based on a prelimi-
nary assessment considering availability, lifting
weights, and coupling to the six steam generators.
The optimum module length, as weM as the optimum
number of steam generators, is still being evaluated.

The general arrangement of the central cell module
is shown In Fig. 3. This assembly consists of a sole-
noid coil surrounding nuclear radiation shielding and
a replaceable blanket module. The coil and shield are
lifetime components; the blanket is net. The coils
are contained in individual vacuum-Jacketed dewars
which, when linked together, form the primary vacuum
boundary for the plasma chamber. The manifolding
shown was sized for helium coolant. The manifolds
were located on the same end of the module to facili-
tate axial replacement in the hot-cell environment.
The manifold connection provide a fixed point for
thermal expansion of the blankets. The blanket
modules are designed to be foreshortened In the axial
dimension, so that thermal growth is contained within
each nodule and used to close the gaps present when
the nodules are at room temperature. Large expansion
loops are Included in the coolant piping to reduce the
amount of thenral-growth-lndueed force at the manifold
interface.

Fig. 2. Typical Minimars configuration.

Fig. 3. Arrangement of central cell module.

Nuclear shielding Is located radially between the
blanket and coll. This shield, (about 0.38 m thick
and made from stainless steel, B^C, and lead),
protects the superconducting magnet from neutron
damage and limits the nuclear heating of the windings
to 0.1 MW/cm3. Heat from the shield is removed as
low-grade heat dumped to the cooling towers. To
protect -tja'nst neutron streaming through the coolant
piping, an external shield ring surrounds the poloidal
manifolds. This shield reduces both the activation In
the reactor vault and the biological shield require-
ments. This ring also serves as a structural member,
transferring axial nagnet loads between Individual
modules.

A sheet-type solenoid of six winding layers at a
current density of 3000 A/om2 is Included In the
central cell nodule. A pool-boiling superconductor of
NbTl was chosen as the baseline to minimise busbar
size and simplify the liquid-helium piping. To
enhance reliability and maintainability of the system,
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tl-.. central cell ceils are placed In Individual vacuum
dewars or minimum thickness to Improve mass utiliza-
tion. As shown In Fig. 3, the primary plasma vacuum
chamber extends from the magnet dewar and encloses the
shield, blanket, and pololdal coolant manifolds, thus
minimizing the penetrations through the vacuum wall.
The module-to-Bodule seals are effected by a circum-
ferential weld at their outer perimeter.

The fueling system proposed for Minimars is a
laser-driven, pellet-Injector system. Laser beams are
combined 20 to 30 a from the reactor and transmitted
4nwn a long converging tube perpendicular to the
central cell plasma axis. For higher reliability and
enhanced operation, two pneumatic gun launchers are
provided to Inject 3.1-mm-diaa pellets In the same
plane as the laser beam at • maximum rate of 10 per
second and crossing the beam axis at an angle of about
5*. The laser beam la focused near the crossover
point. When the pellet crosses the beam axis, the
lasers are triggered to provide a pulse of energy
lasting about 100 ns. The high-energy pulse rapidly
ablates away the rear part of the pellet. The
reacting rocket-like thrust increases the forward
velocity of the front part of the pellet that reaches
the desired velocity (46 km/a).

End Cell Arrangement

The end cell arrangement Is configured around an
octopole-based magnet set. Shown In Fig. t, this set
consists of a choke coll, a transition octopole, the
large octwpole and an outer mirror coll set. The
choke coil (conceived by General Dynamics) Is an
assembly of a helium II-cooled background supercon-
ducting coll and a water-cooled copper winding Insert,
which provides about 8 T of the total 21 T on-axia
field. The large octopole field Is produced by an
assembly of four window-frame windings. The end
mirror coll Is made up of four large-diameter, nearly
concentric, short solenoids.

Octopole-based magnet set.

The end cell components are all contained within a
cylindrical vacuum vessel. Consequently, the colls do
not have individual dewars. A concept for intercoil
and intracoll structure has been devised that would
allow the coils to (1) be assembled Into the required
geometry, (2) be partially disassembled for *?3ess to
trapped components, (3) provide access to the plasma
for the heating systems, and (1) be supported from the
vacuum tank with a minimum heat leak.

In addition to the coil set, the end cell contains
negative-ion neutral beams and electron cyclotron
resonance heating (ECRH), drift pumping, a halo
scraper and direct converter, shielding, mantle
limiter, and microwave reflecting surface. The
arrangement of the systems contained within the large
octopole Is shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. End cell systems assembly.

All three of the ECRH systems are located close to
one another in the end plug. A drift pump system,
located under the snail octopole in the Initial
Mlnlmars configuration, removes particles trapped in
the core plasma between the Inner mirror point and the
potential peak. The negative-ion neutral beam system
is positioned to produce the sloshing ion distribution
in each plug. It must be located near the machine
position where the large and small octopoles overlap.
To get the beam to pass through the space available
between the legs of the small octopole (clearing the
shielding and coil-support structure), it was
necessary to divide the beam into two beams, displace
it slightly to a larger "z" location, and notch the
front octopole structural ring.

Halo Scraper/Direct Converter

Mlnlmars Is bounded on each end by systems
designed to convert the terminal core and halo plasma
Into electricity through both direct potential and
thermal energy recovery conversion. Plates, construc-
ted of TZM material (a molybdenum alloy containing
zirconium and titanium), cooled with helium gas,
intercept the plasma approximately 12 a beyond the end
cell coll set. Several materials, including B^C. BN,
and BeO, are currently being considered for a sputter
layer that must be bonded to the base material.
Direct power is recovered at the 170-kV potential
between the core plasma and halo. Thermal power is
transported to steam generators through a helium
cooling system.

The sputter coating has a design life of about
five full-power years; consequently, Mlnlmars has been
configured to give rapid maintenance access to the
converters. The end cell vacuum tank has been
designed with a circumferential parting surface Just
before the collectors, and the required cooling,
vacuum pumping, and electrical recovery leads are all
located on ports separated from the other end cell
systems. It Is thus possible to separately remove the
entire direct converter/halo scraper region for the
required maintenance.



Facilities

A conceptual facilities layout (Fig. 6) was
developed for the Mlnimars plant using the key assump-
tions that (1) security requirements for the fusion
plant and (2) support facilities such as the nonradlo-
active maintenance shop, warehouse, and administration
building will both be similar to a light water reactor
(LWR) plant. The total area shown for this plant Is
approximately the same as for a LWR.

dry, nonoperatlng weight of 7.53 * 10 metric tonnes,
which Is slightly above the goal for a 600-MW(e)
plant. However, the study also pointed to potential
areas for weight savings, so we are confident that the
•ass-utllizatlon goal can be met and even exceeded.

Fig. 6. Hlnlmars facilities layout.

Support buildings have been arranged around the
central reactor vault. Building arrangement is based
on consideration of crane access requirements, minimum
process piping and electrical cable length, and
proximity of a building to other areas of the plant
served by systems contained in the building. This
design holds for buildings such as the cryogenics,
power conditioning, turbine, tritium, and steam
generator buildings. The decontamination, hot cell,
activated waste, and storage pool arrangement
centralizes this operation for safety and efficiency.
In addition to various overhead cranes, a rail trans-
porter Is located In the basement level between the
decontamination cell and hot cell to transfer heavy
loads arriving from the reactor room headed to the hot
cell. The tritium building houses the fuel cleanup
and isotope separation, Impurity removal, blanket
tritium recovery, and fuel storage, along with the
air-detrltlation equipment. A control building is
located remote from the reactor to minimize magnetic
interference.

The major services required to operate the reactor
and to convert power from the plasma to a useful form
are shown in Fig. 7. Primary among these services are
the steam generators, rf systems, and NBI system. The
steam generator building size Is based on the use of
helium coolant with six 250-MW steam generators for
the central cell and two smaller steam generators for
the direct converters. Principal piping required to
circulate coolant between the blanket modules and the
steam generators is shown in Fig. 7, along with the
liquid helium, liquid nitrogen and water-service
piping, vacuum lines, and electrical lines to the
magnets.

Weight

A preliminary tabulation of the Minlmars system
weights was completed as a check of the status of the
design relative to the mass-utilization criteria of
100 kW(e)/tonne. The results of the study showed a

Fig. 7. Reactor-operation and power-conversion
services for Hlnlmars.

Cost

The first scoping estimate of the total projected
capital cost for the Klnlmars reactor using FEDC
costing methodology showed s capital cost of
$1487 million. Using levelized costing methods, this
amounts to less than 50 mllls/kWh. This estimate is
by nature speculative because it is based on
concepts—not designs. Final parameters for the
Mlnimars will not be available until mid-l*96, but
even then, trying to estimate costs for a reactor to
be Implemented 50 years from now will be speculative
until the year 2035. The cost projection, in millions
of mid-1985 dollars, is based on O ) a Hinlmars
Interim Baseline III, (2) an undeveloped, non-
Government site, and (3) a tenth-of-a-klnd reactor.

FEDC costing methodology uses engineering-supplied
design data, along with cost factors extracted from a
historical data base. Over 130 account elements are
used to get first estimates. The capital cost is made
up of direct and indirect costs, vith the direct costs
relating to a permanent plant component. Design
engineering costs are not Included for Mlnimars, since
It is a tenth-of-a-klnd reactor. Indirect costs are
such categories as project management, systems
engineering, and quality assurance.

Conclusions

The first year of the Minlmars study has resulted
In an established set of system concepts and parame-
ters Integrated Into an overall design concept. Using
the output of the tandem mirror system optimization
code, a minimum cost configuration has been estab-
lished. Some design studies and analyses have been
performed that Identify hardware requirements for the
subsystems and establish spatial relationships and
Interface requirements. The resulting design concept
will be used as the starting point for next year's
more detailed engineering studies to fully incorporate
the design guidelines and requirements of the Minimars
program and to achieve a self-consistent overall
design.


